### Class of 2004

#### Anesthesiology
- Celoeche, Chris
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Colaizzi, Ivan
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Dooey, Joshua
  Duke University Medical Center, N.C.

- He, Michael
  Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

- Huffner, Julie
  University of Virginia

- Sachse, Kathleen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Schmidt, Erica
  University of Virginia

#### Dermatology
- Kingston, Adrian
  University of Texas SW Medical School--Dallas

- Spencer, Lori
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Emergency Medicine
- Campbell, Roma
  Mayo Graduate School of Medicine, Rochester, Minn.

- Carmody, Sharon
  Hoag Hospital–Orange County, Calif.

- Chang, Jason
  Yale-New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Cole, Christopher
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- D’Cruz, Brian
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Dubois, Eric
  Geisinger Health System, Pa.

- Johnstone, Bradford
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Kubat, Jason
  Orlando Regional Healthcare, Fla.

- Lewall, Amanda
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Lynch, Michael
  University of Pittsburgh or Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Min, Alice
  University of Arizona Affiliated Hospitals

- Norris, Rachel
  McGraw Medical Center–Northwestern University, Ill.

- Pereira, Jayson
  Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Mass.

- Ramos, Ramiro
  SUNY Upstate Medical University, N.Y.

- Rast, Michael
  Yale-New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Seyer, Adrienne
  Emory University School of Medicine, Ga.

- Vay, May
  Lincoln Medical Center, N.C.

#### Family Practice
- Algeir, Leah
  University of Wisconsin Medical School

- Ashton, Susan
  Palmetto-Richland Memorial, S.C.

- Cho, Karis
  Swedish Medical Center, Wash.

- Eash-Scott, Rachel (December graduate)
  Lancaster General Hospital, Pa.

- Houshmand, Jennie
  University of Wisconsin Medical School

- Isakson, Jostoke
  UPMC St. Margaret

- McNeill, Linda
  Washington Hospital, Pa.

- Miller, Michael
  Memorial Family Practice Residency, Texas

- Udall, Emmanuel
  UPMC St. Margaret

- Walton, Stacey
  Duluth Graduate Medical Education, Minn.

#### Internal Medicine
- Chou, Jeffrey
  University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals

- Gupta, Pavan
  University of Michigan Hospitals–Ann Arbor

- Heist, Brian
  University of Rochester/Strong Memorial, N.Y.

- Hsia, Rosaline
  University of Texas Medical School–Houston

- Lam, Anh
  University of Rochester/Strong Memorial, N.Y.

- Lee, Jefferson
  University of Maryland Medical Center

- Lawlor, Josh
  University of Chicago Hospitals, Ill.

- Madden, Ryan
  Barnes-Jewish Hospital, Mo.

- O’Brien, Joshua
  NYU School of Medicine

- Ouyang, Daniel
  Stanford University Program, Calif.

- Pin, Alyson
  Thomas Jefferson University, Pa.

- Possati, Anat
  Virginia Mason Hospital, Wash.

- Rittenhouse, Jennifer
  Emory University School of Medicine, Ga.

- Sadler, James
  Upmc Shadyside

- Thomas, Leslie
  Mayo Graduate School of Medicine, Rochester, Minn.

#### Internal Medicine — Pediatrics
- Weikle, Jonathan
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- WEAKLEY, JONATHAN
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Internal Medicine — Preliminary
- Baker, Jared
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Internal Medicine — Primary
- Brandt, Lunny
  Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

- Watkins, Bradley
  Johns Hopkins Bayview, Md.

#### Internal Medicine — Women’s Health
- Au, Karen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Dorin, Helen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Kafalas, Katherine
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
- DeMarco, Sarah
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Stevenson, Michael Shane
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Neurological Surgery
- Kostow, Dean
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Lin, Jessica
  Oregon Health & Science University

#### Neurology
- Ngo, Tannya
  Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, Calif.

#### Obstetrics / Gynecology
- Bazuesta, Cintana
  Ohio State University Medical Center

- Carrell, Kathleen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Cott, Krissie
  Women & Infants Hospital, R.I.

- Escobar, Julian
  McGraw Medical Center–Northwestern University, Ill.

- Kane, Amy
  University of California, San Diego Medical Center

- Larkin, Jacob
  Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

- Malone, Amanda
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Navarro, Jennifer
  University of Florida Program—Shands Hospital

- Sallis, Jeffrey
  Abington Memorial Hospital, Pa.

- Sherman, Melissa
  Women’s & Infants Hospital, R.I.

- Tindal, Reha
  University of California, San Diego Medical Center

- Walten, Jamielle
  Ohio State University Medical Center

- OphthalmoLOGY
- Cronin, Tara
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Ho, Lawrence
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Soni, Ajay
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
- Alvaro, Robert
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Bublik, Robert
  Stony Brook Teaching Hospitals, N.Y.

- Chandler, Justin
  University of North Carolina Hospitals

- Chong, Sunny
  UCI Medical Center, Calif.

- Gates, Chadley
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Otolaryngology
- Bryant, Paul
  University of North Carolina Hospitals

#### Pediatrics
- Askari, Morad
  University of Rochester/Strong Memorial, N.Y.

- Dourado, Luis Antonio
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Ferrari, Leonardo
  Yale-New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Gaskill, John
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Inglis, Gina
  University of California, San Francisco

- Jefferson, Susan
  University of California, San Francisco

- Kaye, Holland
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Katz, Michelle
  Yale–New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Marchio, Robert
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Mahal, Melissa
  Children’s Memorial Hospital, Ill.

- Mullen, Vanessa
  Inova Fairfax Hospital, Va.

- Plante, Laura
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Bimel, Benjamin
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Kraiss, Susan
  Eastern Virginia Medical School

- Slodowsk, Brad
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Strott, Stephanie
  Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh

- Tom, Bonnie
  Kaiser Permanente–LA, Calif.

- Tse, Peggy
  Eastern Virginia Medical School

- Yim, Robert
  Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

#### Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
- Walker, Joseph

#### Plastic Surgery
- Askari, Morad
  University of Southern California LAC+USC Medical Center

- Wachtmann, Galen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Psychiatry
- Altman, Shannen
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Delurea, Alison
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Douglas, Scott
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Frank, Joshua
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Foo, Jiin Hui
  Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

- Kaplan, Simeon
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Lowery, Timothy
  Cambridge Hospital/CHM, Mass.

- Morine, Susan
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Rubenstein, Daniel
  Naval Medical Center—San Diego, Calif.

- Stupp, Mia
  University of Maryland Medical Center

- Turtel, Shalini
  Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

#### Radiation Oncology
- Sulsan, Amy
  Mount Sinai Hospital, N.Y.

#### Radiology Diagnostic
- Amend, Jennifer
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Bryan, Lara
  Yale-New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Isom, Corinne
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

- Li, Joyce
  Rochester General Hospital, N.Y.

#### Research
- Li, Karin
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Pathology)

- Liao, Eric
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Neurology)

- Miller, Zachary
  To be determined (Neurosciences)

- Upadhyaya, Ameet
  Wayne State University School of Medicine, Mich.

#### Surgery — General
- Abrams, Peter
  Yale-New Haven Hospital, Conn.

- Chen, Martin
  University of Chicago Hospitals, Ill.

- Dobbs, Andrew
  Maine Medical Center

- Fudge Harman, Mary
  Maine Medical Center

- Golob, Joseph
  University Hospitals of Cleveland, Ohio

- Handler, Elizabeth
  Allegheny General Hospital

- Linko, Ryan
  Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Mass.

- Richardson, Ward
  University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

#### Surgery — Preliminary General
- Hogan, Rafael
  Maricopa Integrated Health Service, Ariz.

#### Transitional Training
- Nosey, Ari
  UPMC Shadyside

#### Urology
- Petroutsos, Mark
  NYU Medical Center